Potentials and limitations of personalized nutrition
The term personalized nutrition gained popularity approximately 15 years ago through publications, conferences, and
the release of the first nutritional genomic test in the marketplace. These activities spurred additional research showing associations between nutrition, disease, and genotype generating more testing companies offering new genetic
tests for optimizing nutrition. Thus, the personalized nutrition term has become synonymous with the use of genetic
testing of selected single nucleotide polymorphisms that translate to nutrition guidance for a personalized diet regimen
or supplement use to optimize health. The limitations of translating genetic data to nutrition stems from the number of
genes (~ 20,000) and approximately 10 million SNPs per person. Each individual has a different collection of those
SNPs. Many of the companies test approximately 5 to 50 genes with one SNP per gene. Additional complexity arises
as a result of gene – gene interactions and of course, gene – nutrient or gene environment interactions, none of which
have been measured or analyzed in establishing nutritional (or other) genetic tests. While nutritional genetic testing
has been shown to be psychologically motivating to create personalized diet change for some individuals, research
has shown it is not the only avenue for personalizing nutritional advice. Registered dietitians already personalize nutrition in practice because they account for family history, medical history, current diagnoses, biochemistries, habitual
food intake, food preferences, intolerances, success with diet regimens, all of which are influenced by psychological
makeup. Regardless of adding genetic data, the clinical nutritionist faces challenges of integrating diverse dataon an
individual. Hence, this one-on-one personalized approach is more robust than relying on genetic data. Alternative experimental study designs and analyzing data are necessary for analyzing individual as opposed to population average
responses if we are to harness the potential of personalized nutrition. Research for personalizing nutrition also needs
to be expanded. For example, an underserved research area is gender and hormone specific nutrition therapies for
personalized diets that remedy health issues. Finally, technologies need to be built that make diet intake and analysis
easier for the individual with the ability to integrate the many health, -omics related, and quantified-self data to create
truly personalized nutrition research recommendations.
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